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Abstract

The Streams-C compiler ([5]) synthesizes hard-
ware circuits for reconfigurable FPGA-based comput-

ers from parallel C programs. The Streams-C lan-
guage consists of a small number of library and in-
trinsic functions added to a synthesizable subset of

C, and supports a communicating process program-
ming model. The processes may be either software or
hardware processes, and the compiler manages com-
munication among the processes transparently to the
programmer. For the hardware processes, the com-
piler generates Register-Tkansfer-Level (RTL) VHDL

targeting multiple FPGAs with dedicated memories.
For the software processes, a multi-threaded software
program is generated.

The Streams-C language and compiler offer a very
high level of expressivity for reconfigurable comput-

ing application development, particularly for stream-
processing applications. We find this is reflected in
productivity, for a factor of up to 10 times improve-
ment in time to produce a program. However, use
of the tool in the “real world” is predicated on per-
formance: only if such a compiler can deliver perfor-
mance comparable to hand-coded performance will it

be used in practice.

This paper presents an application study of the
Streams-C compiler. Four applications have been
written in Streams-C and compiled to the AMC Wild-
force containing Xilinx 4036’s. Those same applica-
tions have been hand-coded in a combination of RTL
and structural VHDL. We compare performance of the
generated code with the hand-optimized code. Our

study shows that the compiler-generated designs are
24 times the area and 1/2–1 times the clock frequency
of the hand designs. We find that the compiler, based
on the SUIF infrastructure, can be greatly improved
through various standard compiler optimizations that
are not currently being exploited. Thus we are cur-

rently re-writing a public domain version of Streams-C
to better optimize and target the Virtex chip.

1 INTRODUCTION

Over the past ten years, Reconfigurable Comput-
ing has demonstrated factors of 10 to 100 speedup
over conventional high performance workstations at
relatively modest cost. Field Programmable Gate Ar-
ray (FPGA)-based accelerator boards with customized
hardware programmed into the FPGAs have been

used in signal and image processing applications for
real-time embedded computation.

A major drawback to the widespread use of Re-
configurable Computing has been the cost of develop-
ing applications for these parallel systems. Current

state of practice is to use low level Hardware Descrip-
tion Language (HDL) to describe the circuits realizing
an algorithm. Not only is this task extremely time

consuming, but it requires hardware design expertise.
Thus successfully fielding applications for Reconfig-

urable Computers typically requires a team of domain

experts, software programmers, and hardware design-
ers.

There has been considerable research interest in re-
ducing design time for Reconfigurable Computer ap-
plications. Approaches have ranged from graphical
programming ([10], [11]), to automatic parallelization

and synthesis ([7]), to low level, technology-specific,
optimized designs ([2]).

In the Streams-C approach, we target an interme-
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diate level of expression. Our compiler processes a
subset of C suitable for automatic synthesis to FP-

GAs. Our programming model is targeted at stream-
oriented reconfigurable computing applications. In
this model, parallel processes communicate via data

streams. We optimize compiler synthesis for high-rate
flow of data streams; small, fixed size data packets;
and low-precision fixed point computation, all char-

acteristics of FPGA-based reconfigurable parallel pro-
cessing applications. Our system includes a functional
simulation environment based on POSIX threads, al-

lowing the programmer to simulate the collection of
parallel processes and their communication at the
functional level. Our compiler currently targets the

Annapolis Microsystems Wildforce board, containing
5 Xilinx 4036 FPGAs and four banks of 32bit x 65K
SRAM.

In the next section, we briefly review the Streams-

C language. Next we describe the performance study
methodology, describe each application, and compare
performance between compiler-generated versus hand-
optimized code. We end with a summary of results
and a discussion of future work.

2 OVERVIEW OF STREAMS-C

The concept of stream-based computation is a fun-

damental formalism for high performance embedded

systems, which is characterized by (multiple) streams
of data produced at a high rate, with complex opera-

tions performed on the incoming data. The Streams-
C! [5, 3] language supports this computational model
with a minimal number of language extensions and li-
brary functions callable from a C program. The com-
piler targets a combination of software and hardware.

For computation occurring in hardware, the com-
piler generates RTL VHDL for a target FPGA board
containing multiple FPGAs, external memories, and
interconnect. The language extensions, such as decla-
rations for a process or stream, allocate resources on
the board for these objects. These extensions allow the
programmer to allocate registers on an FPGA and de-
fine register bit lengths; assign variables to memories;

define concurrent processes; define stream connections
between processes; and read/write streams to commu-
nicate data between processes. The processes operate
asynchronously, and synchronize through stream op-

erations, which may occur anywhere within the body
of the process. A distributed memory model is fol-

lowed, with local state belonging to each process and
inter-process communication via streams. The exten-

sions include mapping directives to give the applica-

tions developer control over the mapping of processes

to hardware components and of streams to communi-
cation media on the target application board.

A h~dware streams library has been built for the
Annapolis Microsystems Wildforce accelerator board.
The compiler, based on the Napa C compiler and

Malleable Architecture Generator (MARGE), synthe-

sizes hardware circuits from a C-language program.
Although the target is a synchronous set of circuits

on multiple communicating FPGAs, the C program-
mer does not have to be concerned with synchronizing
state machines, or other hardware timing events. The
compiler-generated state machines control sequencing

and loops. The hardware streams library encapsulates
the data flow synchronization between stream reader
and writer. The combination of compiler-generated

computation nodes with the hardware streams library
allows applications developers to target FPGA boards
from a high level concurrent language.

A software library using POSIX threads provides

concurrent processes and stream support in software.
Thus the software libraries support a dual function:
when all processes are mapped to software, our sys-
tem provides a functional simulation environment for
the parallel program. When processes are mapped to
a combination of software and hardware, the software
libraries are used for communication among software
processes and between software and hardware pro-

cesses. Hardware libraries are used for communication

among hardware processes and for the hardware side
of communication to software processes. The figure 1
shows the software development flow for applications
using the Streams-C compiler.

3 APPLICATION STUDY

In this section, we will discuss four applications that
have been mapped to reconfigurable hardware. These
are

●

●

●

●

contrast enhancement (previously reported in [6])

polyphase filter bank[l]

Pixel Purity Index (PPI)

K-means clustering [9]

[8]

The contrast enhancement algorithm is used for
grayscale adjustments to pixels in an images. The
polyphase filter bank[l], is a key component of the
digital receiver architecture being developed by Los
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Figure 1: Organization of the Streams-C compiler:
The application written in streams-C (app_sc) goes
through the streams-C preprocessor which produces
three descriptions: app_sim.cpp for simulation pur-
pose, app.cf as an entry point for the synthesis com-
piler, and app-wf.cpp for running the host process.

The synthesis compiler translates the app.cf file into a
VHDL description for each processing element of the
Wildforce board. Thus the VHDL files are applied to

the Xilinx CAD tools which generate the bit-stream
for the FPGA components.

Alamos (see rcc.lanl.gov). The PPI and K-means clus-

tering perform classification of features in multi- and
hyper-spectral imagery.

Each of these applications was implemented with
hand-coded VHDL and with the Streams-C compiler

generated VHDL. The same target hardware, the An-
napolis Microsystems Wildforce board, was used for

each. In this section, the algorithms will be described
with respect to algorithm parallelization and mapping

to the hardware. We compare hardware area utiliza-
tion, speed and development time estimates for both

versions.

3.1 Contrast Enhancement

Histogram projection contrast enhancement is a
well known image processing transformation to per-
form grayscale adjustment to pixels in an image. Us-
ing statistics of the image itself to control adjustments,

the algorithm stretches contrast within the image to
use the entire dynamic range of the display. It is com-
monly used in IR video enhancement.

This algorithm was previously reported in [4], and
thus we briefly summarize the results here. The al-
gorithm has several phases. First, a histogram of the
input image is generated (Phase 1, Histogram Gener-
ation). and compute the total number N of grayscale
values in the image. New grayscale values are then as-

signed, with the darkest grayscale value getting value
O, and the brightest grayscale value getting value N-
1. Intermediate brightness pixels are given values in
the range O through N-1. The new assignments are
stored in a “contrast stretch table” (Phase 2, Con-
trast Stretch Table Generation). Next the image is
remapped to the new grayscaie values by setting the
new grayscale value (n) for each input pixel to be n/N,
yielding a scaled value in the 8-bit range (Phase 3, Im-
age Remapping). The new pixel value is then output.

In mapping to the Wildforce, Phases 1 and 2 are

performed on a single chip, and Phase 3 on a dif-
ferent chip. Phase 1 reads the input pixel, updates

the histogram table, and writes the pixel to memory.
When all pixels of the image have been read in, Phase
2 assigns the “stretch” values, and reads, the pixels
back out of memory, passing the pixel and stretch
amount to an adjacent chip. Phase 3 does the divide
with a table lookup into its SRAM bank. The parti-

tioning between two chips is driven by the fact that
Wildforce only has one memory bank per FPGA chip,
and Phase 3 needs a dedicated memory for the table
lookup. Thus for maximum parallelism, two chips are
used. ”
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Written in Streams-C, this program consists of two

host processes and 2 FPGA processes. The first host
process reads images from disk and sends four pixels
at a time to a “controller” process on PO. The con-
troller simply forwards stream pixels onto the cross-

bar, which broadcasts the pixel stream to processes on
X2, which performs phases 1 and 2. The X2 process
then sends an input pixel plus the scaling amount in

a 16-bit packet to Xl, which does the table lookup

and then sends groups of four output pixels to a host
process, The host process assembles the output frame.

The most computationally intensive processing is

done on X2, the process performing histogram and

contrast table generation. For that design, the hand-
crafted version used 18 percent of the chip, and runs at
40 MHz. The compiler generated version uses 57 per-
cent of the chip, and runs at 20 MHz. Thus compiler
overhead adds a factor of 3 to the area, and a factor
of 2 to the clock frequency. The hand-coded design
outputs a result very clock cycle. In the compiler-
generated design, a result is output every other clock
cycle. This is because the hand-coded version uses the
CLB RAMS to store the histogram table, and so can
do two memory operations in one cycle (store pixel
and store histogram value). While the compiler sup-
ports multiple memories and can produce a pipeline
schedule with single-tick result generation, we have
not yet made CLB RAMs accessible to the compiler,
and thus had to sequentialize the memory writes to a

single memory.
In terms of design time, the hand done version took

a month to get working, while the Streams-C version
took a couple of days. This translates to a factor of
10 in productivity.

3.2 Poly-phase Filter Bank

In the field of signal detection, multi-rate filter
banks have been employed to help detect RF signals in
noisy environments. By decomposing a signal into var-
ious frequency subbands, filter banks enhance many
algorithms because they make it easier to identify per-

tinent material on a band by band basis. Our imple-
mentation of the polyphase filter bank was done in col-

laboration with Prof. John Villasenor of UCLA. The

polyphase implementation is a multi-rate filter struc-
ture combined with a fast fourier transform (FFT)

designed to extract subbands from an input signal[l].
The polyphase filter portion of the structure is based

on a prototype baseband lowpass Finite Impulse Re-
sponse (FIR) filter with symmetric coefficients, i.e.,
the first n/2 and the last n/2 coefficients are the same,
albeit in reverse order. The remaining filters of the fil-

ter bank are frequency shift versions of the prototype.

The symmetry of this prototype filter combined with
the structured frequency shifts allows for an optimal
implementation of the filter bank. First a prototype
low-pass FIR filter, hO/n/, with the desired filter pa-
rameters is designed. The polyphase filters, pk~nj, are

expressed in terms of the prototype filter,

pk[n] = hO/k + lM]k = O..M-1, 1 = O..L – 1

where n is the length of the FIR prototype (n =
128), M is the number of polyphase filters (M = 32),

L is the length of the individual polyphase filters, (L=
n\M = 4). The FFT is used following the polyphase

filtering structure to provide the frequency shifts for
the various channels.

In this comparison a filter bank of four is repre-
sented, i.e. pO, pl, p2, p3.

PO = h(0), h(32), h(64), h(96)

pi = h(l), h(33), h(65), h(97)

p2 = h(2), h(34), h(66), h(98)

p3 = h(3), h(35), h(67), h(99)

#define Cl 3

#define C2 117

#clefine C3 1741

#define C4 128

SC-FLAG(tag);

SC_REG(data, 32);

SC.REG(data-o, 32);

int s;

int inl, in2, in3, in4;

int el, e2, e3, e4;

int 01, 02, 03, 04;

int evenp;

int yl, y2;

while(SC-STREAM-EOS(input-stream) != SC_EOS) {

#pragrnaALP pipeline

s = SC_REG_GET_BITS_lNT(data, O, 8);

inl = Cl * s;

in2 =C2 *S;

in3 =C3 *S;

in4 = C4 * s;

if (evenp) {

yl = el + inl;

el = e2 + in2;

e2 = e3 + in3;

e3 = in4;

SCJEG_SET-BITS_INT (data_o, O, 16, yl);

1

else {

y2 = 01 + inl;

01 = 02 + in2;

02 = 03 + in3;

03 = in4;
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Figure 2: Poly Phase filter bank implementation

SC_REG-SET_BITS-INT(data_o, O, 16, y2);

}

Fig.3 shows the hardware parallelization for this

symmetric filter. For comparison, half of the filter,
i.e. the convolution of even data samples, is imple-
mented on one PE. The input is signed, fixed point, 8

bit data, via a stream from the host. The coefficients
are signed, fixed point 12 bit values. The hand-coded
design mapped a bank of four polyphase filters to 27%
of the area at 40 MHz and the Streams-C version
resulted in 37% area utilization for the same speed.
An advantage of Streams-C is that the compiler op-

timized away a multiplier when the coefficient for the
multiplier was one, i.e. Streams-C implemented three
multipy operations while the hand-coded version im-
plements four. The manual version of the filter took

about two weeks to implement on the hardware while

Streams-C design-to-implementation took a few days,
a development time savings of approximately 5 times.

3.3 Pixel Purity Index

The Pixel Purity Index (PPI) is an algorithm em-

ployed in remote sensing for analyzing hyperspectral
images. Particularly for low-resolution imagery, a sin-
gle pixel usually covers several different materials, and
its observed spectrum is (to a good approximation) a
linear combination of a few pure spectral shapes. The
PPI algorithm tries to identify these pure spectra by
assigning a pixel purity index to each pixel in the im-
age; the spectra for those pixels with a high index

value are candidates for basis elements in the image

decomposition.

The algorithm proceeds by generating a large num-

ber of random D-dimensional vectors, called skewers,
through the hyperspectral image (cf right fig.). For
each skewer, every data point is projected onto the

skewer, and the position along the skewer is noted.

The data points which correspond to extrema in the
direction of a skewer are identified, and placed on a

list. As more skewers are generated, this list grows.
The number of times a given pixel is placed on this
list is also tallied. The pixels with the highest tallies

are considered the most pure, and the pixel’s count
provides its pixel purity index.

Most of the execution time of the PPI algorithm is
spent in computing dot-products between the pixels
and the skewers. These dot-product are highly inde
pendent and could be done simultaneously. This leads
to many ways to parallelize the algorithm, but our ap-
proach targets the limited resources available on real
FPGA boards. A sequential version of the Pixel Pu-
rity Index algorithm [8] is:

PIXELS[N][D]; // an image of N hyperpixels

SKEWER[K] [D] ; // a set of K random skewers

PPI [N] ; Ii the PPI result

II reset pixel purity index
for (n=O; n < N; n++) PPI[n]=0;

for (k=O; k < K; k++) II K skewers
{
dpmax=MIN_INT; dpmin=MAXJNT;

for (n=O; n < N; n++) // N pixels

{

// compute a Dot-Product
dp = O;

for (d=O; d < D; d++)

dp = dp + SKEWERS[k][d]*PIXELS[n][d];

II detect extrema
if (dp > dpmax)

if (dp < dpmin)

}

// update PPI
PPI[imax]++;

PPI[imin]++;

3

< imax”n; dpmax”dp; }
{ imin=n; dpmin=dp; }

For each skewer, N dot-products are computed to de-
termine the two pixels which produce the largest and
the smallest dot-product. The ‘pixel index (PPI vec-

tor) is modified accordingly. A pixel n is a candidate
to be a pure pixel if PPI [n] has a high vaiue.

From the above description it can easily be seen
that all the dot-products can be computed indepen-
dently: there are no dependencies between any of
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Figure 3: PPI algorithm architecture mapping to the

Wild force board

them. The parallelization takes advantage of this
by computing KS x IVS dot-products simultaneously,
where KS and NS represent respectively the number

of skewers and pixels which can be processed in paral-
lel. This mapping to the hardware is shown in Figure

3.
The skewer data is represented as signed 3 bit data

and is input via a stream from the host. The pixel data
is unsigned, fixed point, 8 bit data which is stored in
memory. We compare the most computationally in-
tensive part of the algorithm, the dot product (DP),
for both versions of this algorithm. The hand-coded
version of the dot product allowed 8 dot products at
25 MHz with an 80% area utilization of the chip af-
ter place and route. The Streams-C version results
allow two dot products at 15 MHz with 100% area
utilization. The hand-coded version took six weeks of
development time while the Streams-C approach took

four to five days, a productivity speed up of six times.
It should be noted that the hand-coded version was

manually placed and the dot product units were man-

ually packed into CLBS.

3.4 Kmeans Custering Algorithm

The basic principle of the image clustering process
is to take an original image and to represent the same
image using only a small number of pixel values[9].
The K-means clustering algorithm performs this task

i undetermined, and an inner loop which scans all the
pixels. For each pixel we check if it still belongs to its
class. If not, the pixel is moved to another class and
the two centers, corresponding to both the new and
the old classes, are updated. The number of pixels
in a class is stored as well as the sum accumulation
necessary for recomputing the class centers. The class
centers are periodically updated every block of B pix-
els.

The computation can roughly be split into three
parts: the distance calculation between a pixel and a

class center, the accumulator update and the center
update. The most time consuming part of the algo-
rithm is the distance computation between the pixels
and the class centers, even if the class center is fre-
qently updated. The accumulator and the class cen-
ter updates represent only a small percentage of the
total computation time, especially for a partition into
a large number of classes. For example, for a class
partition of 32, the distance computation represents
more than 99.6 YOof the computation time.

Our architecture focuses only on parallelizing the
most time consuming part, that is the distance com-

putation between the pixels and the class centers. The
idea is to flow a pixel stream through a linear array of
processors. The number of processors is equal to the

number of classes. A processor k computes a distance

between the chiss k and the current flowing pixel. The

result is taken at the rightmost end of the array and
corresponds to the index ch.ss for which a minimum

distance has been found. The algorithm placement on
the hardware is shown in Fig. 5.

Each processor has a small memory storing the class
center (a vector of NB-BAND values), and performs
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the following computation:

index = #processor;

while (1) {

dist = O;

for (d=O; d<NB.BAND; d++) {

read (pixel_value);

cliff= ABS(pixel-value - class.centered]);

dist = dist + cliff;

write (pixel-value);

}
read (left_dist, left.index);

if (dist < left_dist) {

left_dist = dist; left_index = index;

}
write (left_dist, left-index);

1

This parallel structure does not compute class cen-
ters, it determines the class number of a pixel. This
information is available at the rightmost end of the

array each time a pixel (its last vector element) comes
out of the array. The host processor is in charge of
flushing the pixel stream to the array, getting there-
sults indicating the class number of each pixel, and if

a pixel has moved, recalculating the class center ac-
cordingly.

At thk point, we have not addressed the problem of
updating the class centers: theprocessor memories are
loaded with theclass centers before sending ablockof
Bpixels through the array. The data structure for the
pixels and the class centers is avectorof NB_BAND
data. The ideaisto have aheterogeneous datastream
composed of pixels and class centers. When aproces-
sor reads a pixel it performs a distance computation
(as described above), and when it reads a class center
it updates its memory. The program of a processor is
modified as follows:

index = #processor;

while (1) {

dist = O;

for (d=O; d<NB_BAND; d++) {

read (flag, data, left-dist, left-index);

if (flag == pixel) {

dist = dist + ABS(data - class-centered]);

if (dist < left-dist) {

left-dist = dist; left-index = index;

}
else if (left_index == index) {

class.center[d] = data;

}
write (flag, data, left_dist, left-index);

3
}

The Streams-C version implements one processor per
this algorithm. It utilizes 14 percent of the area on

the chip at aspeed of20 MHz. In comparison, the
hand-codedversion uses9.4percentat thesamespeed.
The Streams-C application took one day ofdevelop-

ment time, and the hand-coded version took one to
two weeks.

4 SUMMARY

The results of place and route with the Xilinx 4036

architecture are shown in Figure 5. The results for
the pixel purity index, and the contrast enhancement
implementations show that Streams- C generally has a
two to three times increasein area utilization on the
chip at about one half the clock speed compared to ‘
the hand-coded versions. The time savings for im-

plementation is approximately 5 to 10 times in fa-
vor of Streams-C. The efficiency of Streams-C com-

paredtohand-coding dependsgreatly onhowthealgo-
rithmis parallelized and what operations are mapped
to the hardware. For example, the K-means cluster-

ing application shows that functions such as addition
or subtraction can be automated rather efficiently by
Streams-C, without much increase in area utilization
or clock speed compared to the manual implementa-
tion. The Streams-C productivity increase for the
Kmeans implementation is a speed up of 12 times.
Keytothe success of faster algorithm run-timeis as-
sessing the algorithm, parallelizing the computation-
ally expensive processes, and mapping them to hard-
ware. This was accomplished successfully with the
Kmeans clustering method by using the host to do
part of the processing, and the hardware to do the
computationally expensive parts of the algorithm.

Operations such as mulitipication are not optimized
for synthesis or place and route in this development
of Streams-C. For this case, manual implementation
decreases area utilization and improves speed, for ex-
ample in the poly-phase filter application, Streams-C
uses 37% of the total area of the chip. Three multipliers
are synthesized and one multiplier is optimized away
by MARGE, otherwise the area utilization would be
almost double that of the hand-coded version. In addi-
tion, Streams-C does not yet handle local arrays with-
out accessing memory which could make a large im-
provement to area utilization and speed for algorithms
like the pixel purity index and contrast enhancement.

The continuing Streams-C compiler research will man-
age local arrays internal to the chip, and might allow
the users to optimize certain portions of the algorithm
by hand and integrate them with Streams-C.

In Figure 6 the application results from synthesis
are shown for the Virtex 1000 architecture which has
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121 Xilinx Corp.
Xilinx 4036 Architecture http: //www.xilinx .com/xilinxonline/jbits. htm.

Streams-C VHDL Hand-Coded VHDL lggg.
Area Speed Area Speed

Contrast Enhancement 55% 20 MHz 18% 40 MHz [3j M. B. Gokhale, J. Frigo, and J. Stone. Parallel

Poly-Phase Filter 37% 40 MHz 27% 40 MHz c programming of reconfigurable computers: the

Pixel Purity Index 100% 15 MHz 90% 25 MHz Streams-C approach. In HPEC 2000, September
no. DPs 4x2 4x8 2000.
Kmeans Clustering 1470 20 MHz I 9.4% 20 MHz

141 M. B. Gokhale and J. M. Stone. Co-synthesis to

Figure 5: Place and route results for the Xilinx 4036
on the Wildforce board comparing the Streams-C ver-
sus the handcoded VHDL. [5]

Wrtex V1OOO Architecture

Streams-C VHDL Hand-coded VHDL

Area Speed Area Speed

ContrastEnhancement 3% 40 MHz 170 40 MHz [6
Poly-Phase Filter 1% 40 MHz 1% 40 MHz

PixelPurityIndex 6% 40 MHz 8% 45 MHz

no. DPs 2 8

Kmeans Clustering o% I 40 MHz \ o% 40 MHz

17’.

Figure 6: Synthesis results for the Virtex X1OOO com-
paring the Streams-C versus the handcoded VHDL .

27,648 logic cells, 96x64 array of configuration logic
blocks (CLBS), the functional elements for construct-
ing user logic. In comparison, the Xilinx 4036E has

3078 logic cells and 1296 configuration logic blocks.
For technology such as the Virtex series architecture,
if the object of the applications is for faster turn
around time in reconfigurable data processing meth-
ods, Streams-C benefits the user via the development
time savings and might aid in the development of
hand-coded segments of the algorithm.

5 CONCLUSIONS
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